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Executive Summary
Kennedy Flats Watershed is located in Clayoquot Sound, on the west coast of Vancouver
Island, in British Columbia, Canada. Much of the watershed was logged between 1950
and 1980. Logging and salvage practices of the time were not designed to protect streams
or fisheries resources and as a result many of the streams in the area have reduced fish
access, poor water quality and altered hydrological function.
The Kennedy Watershed Restoration Project (KWRP) was initiated in 1994 under the
federal Canadian Salmon Enhancement and Restoration Fund and continued in 1995
under the provincial Watershed Restoration Program. Since that time, local restoration
crews have worked to restore the hydrological, biological, riparian, and ecological
functions of the Kennedy Flats Watershed. Methods used have included removal of nonembedded small woody debris (SWD), anchoring of large woody debris (LWD) into
functional structures, spawning gravel placement, riparian restoration, landslide
restoration and road deactivation.
Restoration work continued in 2005 thanks to a generous grant from the Pacific Salmon
Commission, and Forest Investment Account funds from International Forest Products
Ltd. Weyerhaeuser Canada also contributed to the project under the “Jobs For Youth
Program 2005”. A crew of twelve worked for six weeks, from July 27th to August 5th.
They completed maintenance work on structures installed prior to 2005, removed nonembedded SWD and installed LWD structures at five sites on Lost Shoe Creek in Pacific
Rim National Park Reserve, placed 70 m3 of spawning gravel, replaced a hung culvert on
Sandhill Creek, and brushed five hectares of riparian forest (see Table below).
Summary of restoration activities completed in 2005.
Activity

Watersheds

Achievements

Maintenance

Lost Shoe, Staghorn,
Twin Rivers

Conducted maintenance sweeps along 994 m of stream,
cabled 11 LWD, removed 6 m3 of SWD

In-stream

Lost Shoe

Restored 222 m of stream channel at 5 sites, cabled 210
LWD into place, removed 477 m3 of SWD

Riparian

Kootowis

Brushed 5 ha of riparian forest to release conifers

Spawning
gravel

Lost Shoe, Kootowis,
Staghorn

Placed 70 m3 of spawning gravel at ten sites, creating
651 m2 of new spawning habitat

Access

Sandhill

Replaced hung culvert, providing access to 600 m of
upstream habitat. Installed 6 LWD.

These and previous years’ efforts have resulted in increased fish access and improved
health of the creeks and bordering riparian forests. Annual monitoring shows a marked
improvement in stream condition, as well as increased fish escapement. The local
community has benefited from the employment and training opportunities provided by
this project, and strong partnerships have been built between various community and
stakeholder groups.
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Introduction
Although current timber harvesting regulations in coastal British Columbia (BC), Canada
require reserve zones of the riparian vegetation adjacent to fish-bearing streams, this was
not always the case. Before the introduction of the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines
in 1988, and the Forest Practices Code in 1995, most riparian areas were logged to the
stream edge. Historical harvesting practices such as cross-stream yarding and the removal
of riparian vegetation and trees have negatively impacted riparian ecosystems and stream
function. Declining salmonid populations are commonly associated with this type of
habitat degradation (Frissell, 1993). In recent years, considerable effort has been made to
rehabilitate damaged streams and riparian ecosystems in coastal BC.
The Kennedy Watershed Restoration Project (KWRP) was initiated in 1994 under the
federal Canadian Salmon Enhancement and Restoration Fund (CSERF), and continued in
1995 under the provincial Watershed Restoration Program. The objectives of the project
are to restore the hydrological, biological, riparian and ecological functions of the
Kennedy Flats Watershed. Level 1 and level 2 habitat inventories were conducted on the
watersheds in 1995 and 1996, and a detailed watershed restoration plan was completed in
2001 (Warttig et al., 2001). This comprehensive plan describes the restoration approach to
be used, and includes priority rankings (high, moderate or low) for all stream reaches,
roads, and riparian areas in the watershed.
This report describes the restoration work undertaken in 2005, including descriptions of
the overall restoration approach and specific methods used. The restored sites are
described in detail, and documented with before and after photos. The results of 2005 fry
density monitoring are also presented and discussed.

Methods
Restoration Area
Kennedy Flats Watershed is located in Clayoquot Sound on the west coast of Vancouver
Island. It is watershed #249 under the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks’ 20022003 Resource Management Plan (Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, 2003).
Most of the area is crown land. Primary tenure holders include Parks Canada (Pacific Rim
National Park Reserve of Canada), International Forest Products Ltd., and Iisaak Forest
Resources Ltd. The watershed is designated a target watershed, of high priority for
restoration. The Kennedy Flats Watershed covers an area of 129 km2, and consists of nine
sub-basins (Kootowis, Hospital, Sandhill, Staghorn, Trestle, Trestle South, Indian,
Lostshoe, and Salmon). Several adjacent sub-basins have streams with similar
characteristics and restoration requirements; the restoration plan will likely be expanded to
include these sub-basins in the future (total area=197 km2; Figure 1). The area is part of
the Estevan Coastal Plain, and is characterized by low-gradient streams with meandering
channels and broad floodplains. The streams in this area have historically supported
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populations of coho, chum, chinook, pink, and sockeye salmon, as well as steelhead,
cutthroat trout, rainbow trout, lamprey, stickleback and sculpin (Warttig et al., 2001).

Figure 1. Overview map of Kennedy Flats Watershed sub-basins and adjacent sub-basins.
Much of the Kennedy Watershed was logged between 1950 and 1980. Early logging
practices often involved cross-stream yarding, the use of under-sized culverts, and poorly
built roads. Large amounts of both small and large woody debris (LWD) were left instream. Subsequent salvage logging added to the problem, introducing large amounts of
small woody debris (SWD) into the streams. When combined with large downed logs that
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span the width of the stream, the SWD creates debris jams (Figure 2). These jams restrict
water flow within the stream, and lead to flooding in the surrounding riparian forest,
reduced scouring ability, and poorer water quality (Warttig et al., 2001).

Figure 2. Debris jam on Lost Shoe Creek.
The debris jams may also block or impair adult and juvenile salmon movement. These
artificially created jams have resisted natural restoration processes (decay, blow outs) as
the creeks are very low energy and the debris consists mainly of western red cedar (Thuja
plicata Donn.), which is very decay resistant. A comparison of current conditions with air
photos taken in the 1980’s clearly shows individual logs within un-restored jams that have
not moved in that time. The severity and frequency of jams along with the slow natural
recovery has made LWD and SWD restoration necessary in many reaches. The addition of
spawning gravel may also be necessary. In many streams in the area, gravel was removed
and used for road construction, leading to gravel deficiency (R. Redhead, pers. comm.).
The altered hydrological function of the streams on the Kennedy Flats also affects the
surrounding forests. In many areas, regenerating conifers are suppressed by fast-growing
shade-intolerant deciduous trees (Salix and Alnus spp.). These deciduous trees are neither
as large nor as long-lived as mature conifers, and do not provide the same level of bank
protection or large woody debris recruitment that would occur in a fully functional
riparian forest.
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Restoration Approach
Restoration is following a top-down approach, meaning that restoration begins in upslope
areas, and proceeds downstream. Sediment input from the surrounding hillsides must first
be stabilized. This is accomplished via logging road deactivation and slide stabilization
utilizing bioengineering techniques. In-stream restoration is begun only after upslope
problems have been addressed, and consists of four phases (Table 1). For each stream of
interest, a Fish Habitat Assessment Procedure is completed, as well as a Level II
prescription (Clough, 1997).
Table 1. Multi-phase restoration approach followed.
Phase
Activity
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4

Removal of SWD and re-orientation of existing LWD
Maintenance, monitoring and addition of LWD in deficient
areas
Addition of spawning gravel in deficient areas
Riparian restoration

Site-specific prescriptions are developed. These generally prescribe the removal of small
woody debris, and the addition or placement of large woody debris into functional
structures. The objective is to re-position LWD/SWD jams to maximize their hydraulic
and habitat functions. Specific objectives of LWD placement are to improve one or more
of the following attributes: cover, scour, bank protection, and hydrologic function, which
are all important components of healthy stream ecosystems.
Cover provides juvenile and adult fish with shelter and protection from predators. Cover
structures provide shade and assist in regulating stream temperatures in addition to
improving channel complexity and providing insect rearing habitat. Examples of
structures providing cover include cover logs, bundles, and A-frame spurs (Slaney and
Zaldokas, 1997).
Scour is required within the creek system as a means of creating pools and undercut
banks. It is also an important factor in defining the thalweg (the line of deepest water in a
stream channel as seen from above), improving water quality through aeration, and
maintaining spawning habitat through the flushing of fine sediment and organics. Scour
can be enhanced through the construction of structures which influence the direction of
flow, such as boulders, weirs, and A-frame spurs. Both cover and scour objectives can be
addressed by the same in-stream structure (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Multiple A-frame spurs installed to provide cover and protect an eroding bank.
Phase 3 of in-stream restoration includes spawning gravel placement in areas that are
deficient. Phase 4 (riparian restoration) generally consists of silvicultural treatments to
release streamside conifers from competition or increase conifer stocking. Treatments are
planned to enhance the development of old-growth attributes in the stand, e.g., by creating
snags and gaps to enhance structural diversity, and may be carried out concurrently with
in-stream restoration. This restoration approach is described in more detail in the Kennedy
Watershed Restoration Plan, which can be downloaded from the CWFS website at
www.clayoquot.org.

Permits and Approvals
In-stream work, of the type done here, requires approval from several government levels.
Approvals were obtained under the following:
• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
• Canadian Fisheries Act
• British Columbia Water Act
For work on provincial crown land (Tree Farm Licenses 54 and 57), the following permits
and approvals were required:
• Section 9 of the Water Act
• Section 52 of the Forest Act (BC Ministry of Forests)
• Approvals from individual tenure holders.
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Staffing and Training
The Central Westcoast Forest Society (CWFS), D.R. Clough Consulting (Dave Clough,
Project Biologist), and International Forest Products Ltd. (Warren Warttig, Planning
Biologist) were involved in the assessment and implementation of the restoration work.
Jack Newman returned for his fourth year as the project manager, and was responsible for
overseeing in-stream operations as well as monitoring water quality and weather to ensure
a safe working environment for both the crew and the fish. The field crew consisted of
twelve local workers, several of whom had worked on the project in previous years.
The first day of the project was devoted to training, with an emphasis on safety. The
morning was spent on a pre-work orientation reviewing safety regulations, procedures and
guidelines. Specifically, Emergency Transportation Procedures, Significant
Environmental Aspects, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s), Job Safety Breakdown,
and helicopter safety procedures were discussed. In addition, the Worker’s Compensation
Board requirements for safety gear (hard hats, caulk boots, chaps, high visibility vests and
whistles), fire tools, and on-site First Aid equipment were reviewed. Laminated handouts
containing information on Emergency Transportation Procedures, SOP’s, and example
diagrams of in-stream log structures from Slaney and Zaldokas (1997) were given to each
crew member.
In the afternoon, Dave Clough, Project Biologist provided an in-class lecture on stream
hydrology and restoration principles. This was followed by a visit to the Upper Lost Shoe
restoration site, where Dave explained the construction requirements for the major
restoration project and demonstrated methods for taking water quality measurements.

Figure 4. 2005 restoration crew holding a safety tailgate meeting.
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Training continued informally throughout the project. Many of the crew were returning for
their 5th or 6th season, and newer crew members benefited greatly from their experience.
Weekly tailgate meetings held every Friday allowed crew members to discuss any safety
or work related issues (Figure 4).
Creative Salmon Company Ltd. donated several of their employees to augment the crew
over three days of in-stream work. This arrangement benefited both partners, as the
Creative Salmon employees gained hands-on experience and training in stream restoration
techniques, while providing useful extra labour for the Kennedy Watershed Restoration
Project.
Maintenance
Maintenance sweeps were conducted on all 2004 restoration sites, covering a total of 994
m of stream length. During the maintenance sweeps crew members checked old cables,
removed non-embedded SWD, and repositioned any LWD which had moved as a result of
the winter storms.
In-stream Restoration
The choice of sites for the 2005 restoration program was based on assessments completed
in the spring. Almost all sites were located close to roads and were accessed on foot. Parks
Canada generously allowed the crew to use their ATV to access Lower Lost Shoe Creek
(reach LS1). This reduced travel time considerably, and provided an extra margin of safety
for the crew working at this site.
In-stream restoration followed the methods outlined in the Standard Operation Procedures
for in-stream work (Appendix I). At most of the restoration sites, coniferous trees and
alder had fallen across the stream. Large limbs were removed from these trees, and they
were re-oriented to align with stream flow and provide protection to eroding banks. Some
of the larger trees had to be bucked into sections. Several overhanging danger trees were
felled and dealt with in the same fashion.
All sites were cleaned of non-embedded small woody debris. Any debris embedded in the
creek bed was left in place to minimize the release of trapped sediment and hydrogen
sulfide gas. Non-embedded debris was removed and piled above the high water mark,
ensuring that it would not return to the system during high flows. In areas with especially
low banks, e.g., Lost Shoe Creek, higher areas were brushed using chain saws and the
SWD was double tossed into these clearings. These debris piles provide valuable cover
and feeding habitat for wildlife, including birds, mammals, amphibians and invertebrates.
Once most SWD was removed from the system, the remaining LWD within the creek was
repositioned to improve creek scour and cover. During the 2005 project, structures that
were installed included A-frame spurs, bundles, and cover logs.
A large number of logs, ballast rocks and rootwads were required for the structures
installed in Reach 2 of Lost Shoe Creek. The number of ballast rocks required was
12

calculated based on the volume of LWD in each habitat structure. Rocks and rootwads
were obtained from Interfor, while logs were purchased from Iisaak Forest Resources Ltd.
A B-2 A-Star helicopter (West Coast Helicopter Ltd.) with a maximum safe lifting
capability of approximately 1800 lbs was used to transport the logs and rocks as there was
no other feasible access. The LWD sites were numbered and marked with flagging tape
and a map of the sites with the LWD design given to the helicopter pilot. The logs were
marked for length and cut to a maximum of the lifting weight of the helicopter. All the
wood was laid out in the parking lot of the old Pacific Rim National Park Reserve
information centre (Figure 5). Each LWD spur was built of a mixture of 6-12 m long logs
and rootwads 2-3 m in diameter. The logs, rootwads and rocks were flown the short
distance from the parking lot to the river bed (approx. 50–250 m), and arranged in
approximately their final positions in the stream or along the bank.

Figure 5. Large woody debris ready for helicopter ferrying at the site of the old Pacific
Rim National Park Reserve Information Centre.
LWD was re-oriented where necessary using peaveys, pike poles, turfers, and chainsaw
winches, and cabled into place using galvanized steel cable (3/8–1/2” in diameter). Holes
for the cable were drilled in the logs using gas-powered augers. Where drilling was not
feasible, notching, staples, and multiple wraps were used to secure the cable. See
Appendix VI for photos of restoration techniques and operational procedures. Ballast
rocks and standing dead trees and stumps were used as anchors. Live trees were used as
anchors only where no other options existed.
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Spawning Gravel
All gravel was placed according to the guidelines in the spawning gravel SOP (see
Appendix III) developed by program biologists in conjunction with Fisheries and Oceans
Canada staff. Spawning gravel sites were chosen based on accessibility, site conditions,
and fish species present. Ideal sites were located close to roads or at road crossings, were
lacking in natural gravel, and had been restored 2-3 years earlier. This lag between instream work and spawning gravel placement allows time for improved water flow to scour
out accumulated organics and fines, and creates a clean bed for gravel placement.
Washed spawning gravel mix was obtained from a local gravel pit (Table 2). Gravel was
transported by pickup truck or dump truck, depending on road conditions. Gravel was
placed and spread in the creeks by hand, using shovels, rakes, buckets and wheelbarrows.
Rock weirs were constructed to prevent gravel from traveling downstream in high water
conditions. At several larger crossings, large truck loads of gravel were dumped on the
bridge, and later placed into the channel using heavy machinery.
Table 2. Types and sizes of gravel used in spawning gravel mix.
Rock type Diameter
%
(inches)
Pea gravel
<1
15
Drain rock

1-3

25

Bone rock

>3

60

Riparian Restoration
Riparian restoration maintenance continued in the Kootowis Creek watershed. Two
polygons were treated (Polygons 13 and 14), both of which received in-stream restoration
in previous years. Prescriptions for these two polygons were designed to release conifers
from competition. All willow (Salix spp.) growing within 2 m of healthy conifers were
removed using chain saws.
Monitoring
Monitoring is a key aspect of stream restoration. In-stream structures are to be monitored
annually for three years after installation, and once every five years after that (Warttig et
al., 2001). Charts are used to evaluate the effectiveness of in-stream structures and to note
any changes or problems that may have occurred during the winter floods. These charts
provide a standardized way of grading the structure and performance of an introduced instream structure (Koning et al., 1997).
Using the methods outlined in Koning et al. (1997), each in-stream structure was assessed
for specific physical and biological attributes, and given an overall rating for condition,
stability, and maintenance. Possible scores ranged from 1 to 4, with a score of 4 indicating
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that a given objective was being exceeded, while a score of 1 indicated failure to meet the
objective. During assessments, each jam site was evaluated for evidence of structural
failures, non-functional structures, proximity of debris piles to the creek channel and SWD
accumulation.
The newly built structures of 2005 were documented with before and after pictures
(Appendix VIII). All structures were checked to ensure that work was completed, and to
confirm proper cabling and anchoring methods. The new structures will be assessed in the
spring of 2006, after the winter high flows.
Fry density was assessed in both an upper and lower reach of Lost Shoe, Staghorn and
Kootowis Creeks on September 26th and 27th. Sampling reaches were the same ones used
in previous fry density assessments (1995, 1998, and 2002). Stop nets were used to block
off the top and bottom of each reach during sampling, so that fish could not escape.
Multiple pass sampling with an electroshocker (Smith Root Model 8A) was used to
capture fry (Zippin, 1958; Seber and LeCren, 1967). Either two or three passes were
completed in each reach. Fry captured on each pass were kept in separate buckets until all
passes were completed, after which fry were identified to species, measured (fork length
in mm), and released. Population densities were then estimated using an excel spreadsheet
provided by Steve Bailee of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (Pacific Biological Station,
Nanaimo, BC).
Water Quality
Water quality was assessed weekly on Kootowis, Lost Shoe and Staghorn Creeks for the
duration of the project. Temperature, pH, and dissolved oxygen (DO) content were
recorded at each site and compared to guidelines to ensure safe in-stream working
conditions and prevent undue stress to fish (Appendix II). Although it has been done in
previous years, no nutrient sampling was undertaken in 2005 due to lack of funding.
Rainfall Monitoring
Unexpectedly high rainfall resulted in two and a half shut down days during the 2005
work season. During these rain events, stream depth and flow were monitored by the
project manager, who did not allow the crew to return to the creeks until levels were safe.
High standing water levels around Kootowis Creek also resulted in a delay of the riparian
brushing portion of the project.
Reporting
Daily progress reports were filled out by each crew supervisor. In addition, tasks and
accomplishments, current work areas, adjustments, and safety issues were discussed daily
by all parties involved with the project. A record of attendance and safety issues was made
at each weekly safety meeting. A mid-project report was completed by the project
manager to keep the project sponsors informed of progress made.
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Results and Discussion
Restoration Summary
Several phases of restoration were undertaken in several locations in 2005. These included
reach maintenance, removal of small woody debris jams, LWD anchoring, improving fish
access and adding spawning gravel. Maintenance activities included inspection and repair
of approximately 1,000 m of stream length. In-stream activities included removal of 483
m3 of small woody debris from the streams. Crew members positioned 227 pieces of
LWD, 57 ballast rocks, and 50 rootwads and put them in place using approximately 780 m
of cable. The crew also installed 70 m3 of spawning gravel, creating 651 m2 of new
spawning habitat. In addition, a hung culvert was replaced on Sandhill Creek, removing a
fish migration barrier to approximately 600 m of habitat. Table 3 summarizes restoration
activities and locations, as well as amounts of materials used.
Table 3. Summary of 2005 restoration outputs.

Staghorn S2

Maintenance

50

0

2

SWD
volume
(m3)
0

Lost Shoe
LS1 - Site 1, 7
Twin Rivers
Ck 100/102
Lost Shoe
LS2 - Site 1

Maintenance

500

0

9

6

-

Maintenance

444

0

0

0

-

In-stream

76

26

48

30

-

8

3

10

0

-

91

18

115

426

-

27

6

18

12

-

20

4

19

9

-

36

-

-

-

131

44

-

-

-

375

10

-

-

-

125

600
994
222
90
600

0
57
0
-

6
11
210
6

6
477
-

20
631
20

1906

57

227

483

651

Stream segment

Activity

Lost Shoe
In-stream
LS2 - Site 2
Lost Shoe
In-stream
LS2 - Site 3
Lost Shoe
In-stream
LS2 - Site 4
Lost Shoe
In-stream
LS2 - Site 5
Kootowis Spawning
Sites 1-6
gravel
Staghorn Spawning
Sites 1-3
gravel
Lost Shoe
Spawning
LS3 – Site 1
gravel
Sandhill 1A3
Access
Maintenance subtotal
In-stream subtotal
Spawning gravel subtotal
Access subtotal
Total
* SG=spawning gravel

Length
(m)

No. Ballast
rock

No. LWD
anchored
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SG* area
(m2)
-

Culvert Replacement
Parks Canada staff (Bob Redhead, Special Projects Manager) at Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve undertook the restoration of Sandhill Creek in 2005. The objective was to replace
a culvert acting as a fish barrier and undertake other habitat enhancements in association
with replacement. The site is on a tributary of Sandhill Creek located approximately 500
m from the entrance to the garbage dump. The segment is named Sand1A3 according to
the Kennedy Flats Watershed Restoration Plan.
The initial in-stream restoration phases of SWD removal and LWD anchoring occurred in
1997. At this time, the culvert was identified as being a fish migration barrier, a sediment
source and undersized for hydraulic capacity. It was hung by 0.8 m and only 0.9 m in
diameter. Concerns regarding sediment input from the road and upstream passage were
not dealt with until this year, when a Parks Canada initiative directed and funded the
recovery.
In 2005, the 0.9 x 13 m culvert was pulled and replaced with a 1.54 x 13 m metal pipe set
in below water level to allow for gravel in-filling. Geotextile fabric and rip rap were
placed on both the upstream and downstream sides of the culvert to prevent erosion. Two
rows of riprap crests were placed in the outlet pool to raise the water level in the pool for
better culvert access and to stabilize the gravel. This was followed by placement of
spawning gravel over an area of 10 m2 on both sides of the culvert. Four pieces of LWD
were installed in the pool below the culvert, and two pieces of LWD were installed in the
pool above the culvert. All logs were placed with an excavator, and were embedded into
the channel sidewalls or laid on top of other LWD just above high water to provide cover.
The project Environmental Outputs include:
• Year round fish passage for adults and fry with a larger and lower culvert.
• 20 m2 spawning habitat at culvert approaches.
• 6 pieces of LWD for cover habitat.
• Approximately 13 m of improved culvert habitat which has spawning gravel and
20 habitat rocks.
• Repaired bank erosion areas by re-grading slopes, planting and/or rip-rap armour.
• Improved road runoff control with new cross culverts, ditch turnouts and sumps.
Routine Monitoring and Maintenance
Routine monitoring assessments were completed for sites established in previous years on
Lost Shoe Creek, Staghorn Creek and Creeks 100/102 in the Twin Rivers sub-basin
(Appendix IV). Three sites on Lost Shoe Creek, one site on Staghorn Creek, and five sites
on Creeks 100/102 were assessed. In general, in-stream structures established in 2004
were successful in meeting physical and biological performance objectives. Of the five
sites on Creeks 100/102, the first four sites had perfect scores across the board for physical
and biological objectives, and for overall stability and maintenance required. The fifth site
also had perfect scores for biological and overall objectives, but was not providing the
amount of cover expected. Despite this, abundant coho fry were observed at this site.
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Jam #1 on Lost Shoe creek scored high in physical and biological objectives, but lower in
stability and maintenance. The other two sites monitored on Lost Shoe Creek scored 4 in
all categories and did not require maintenance. Finally, the GBM crossing site on
Staghorn Creek scored high for all objectives, but required some maintenance to move a
creek-spanning log.
Maintenance inspections identified one site on Staghorn Creek, and two sites on Lower
Lost Shoe Creek that required SWD removal and/or re-cabling of LWD. No maintenance
work was required on the installments in Twin Rivers Creek 100/102. The maintenance
work provided crew members with the opportunity to observe the condition of their
structures and the physical changes in the creek following the first winter season.
At the Grice Bay Main crossing at Staghorn Creek, two pieces of LWD that had moved
during the winter were re-positioned and re-cabled. Most of the maintenance work
occurred in a 500 m section of the lower portion of Reach LS1 of Lost Shoe Creek where
LWD had been placed in 2004 (Figure 6). At Site 1, 6 m3 of SWD was removed, and six
LWD were re-positioned and cabled into place. At Site 7, three existing pieces of LWD
were moved and cabled into place to protect an eroding bank. Photos were taken before
and after maintenance work at each site (Appendix VII). Lower water levels have been
observed on the lower reaches of Lost Shoe Creek as a result of the improved drainage in
this system. Scour in reach LS1 is continuing, as evidenced by the exposure of historic
LWD and spawning gravel in the channel. In several areas of high erosion and scour the
banks of the stream have been undercut, and red alder are toppling into the streambed.
In-stream restoration
In-stream restoration in 2005 occurred in reach 2 of Lost Shoe Creek (LS2). This area is
found just upstream of the highway crossing, and is within Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve (Figure 6). Safety trails were built to allow work sites to be accessed quickly and
easily. Although the trails were deactivated at the end of the project, they could easily be
upgraded and used as interpretive trails.
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Figure 6: Lost Shoe Creek 2005 maintenance, restoration and spawning gravel sites.

Lost Shoe Creek – LS2
This area was assessed as high risk and in need of immediate restoration due to erosion
caused by severe rain events in January 2005. Many alder had fallen across the stream.
Five restoration sites were identified over a reach length of 222 m. A helicopter was used
to fly the ballast rocks, logs and rootwads to the restoration sites. On-site alder and fallen
conifers were also used. A total of 12 A-frame spurs were built. The materials used at each
site are identified in Table 3. The triangular spurs each consisted of at least three pieces of
LWD anchored to the bank and to ballast rocks, with rootwads and smaller wood pieces in
the center. In addition, bundles of logs were anchored along the banks to provide
protection from erosion. Figures 7a and 7b illustrate the dramatic results of Site 1
restoration efforts. Before and after photos for all other restoration sites can be found in
Appendix VIII.
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a)

b)

Figure 7. Lost Shoe Creek, LS2, Site 1 (2+645 m) a) before and b) after restoration.
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Spawning Gravel Placement
Spawning gravel was placed at several sites in the Kennedy Flats drainage. The Kennedy
Flats Restoration Plan identifies gravel placement priorities by sub-basin. The Kootowis
sub-basin was identified as having the highest priority and it has been the focus of the
majority of past restoration work.
In 2005, a total of 70 m3 of spawning gravel was placed at ten different sites, creating 651
m2 of new spawning habitat. Spawning gravel sites were located in three sub-basins:
Kootowis, Staghorn and Lost Shoe.
Kootowis Creek
Spawning gravel was added at six sites on Kootowis Creek (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Kootowis Creek 2005 spawning gravel sites.
Tributary KR1A1 is located on the west side of the Kootowis Creek watershed, and drains
south to north into tributary KR1A of Kootowis Creek. Spawning gravel was added where
KR1A1 crosses the main road (site 1). A rock weir was also built at this site. Three
spawning gravel sites were located along tributary KR1, which is a small channel draining
south to north and running parallel to Kootowis Creek Road (sites 2, 3 and 4). Most sites
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have had spawning gravel added in previous years. Site 5 is located at the road crossing of
tributary KR1A, while site 6 is located further upstream on tributary K3.
Staghorn Creek
Three sites on Staghorn Creek were chosen for spawning gravel placement. All sites were
located at bridge crossings along Staghorn Creek (Figure 9). Site 1 is accessed by the
Grice Bay Mainline, and is approximately 700 m to the west along Grice Bay Main from
West Main. Site 2 is located approximately 300 m along Alaska White Pine road from
West Main, and site 3 is located along West Main. Gravel was delivered to each site using
a dump truck. The gravel was then placed in the stream using heavy machinery.

Figure 9: Staghorn Creek 2005 maintenance and spawning gravel sites.
Lost Shoe Creek
Spawning gravel was added to a section of creek located just upstream of the Millstream
bridge (station 2+430 m, Figure 6). Restoration work was completed on this section in
2004. Approximately 13 m3 of gravel were placed into the stream just above the bridge. A
rock weir was built at the downstream edge of the gravel placement to anchor the gravel
into place.
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Water Quality Monitoring
During the 2005 field season water quality was generally good, and temperatures never
exceeded the maximum allowable 20ºC (Table 4). The minimum recorded temperature
was 12.1ºC, while the maximum was 16.8ºC.
Table 4. Weekly water quality results.
Stream
Segment

Item

Kootowis below
trout bridge

pH
DO* (%)
DO (ppm)
Temp. (ºC)

08-Jul
5.5
85
9.3
12.5

Lost Shoe LS3
Millstream Rd

pH
DO (%)
DO (ppm)
Temp. (ºC)

pH
DO (%)
DO (ppm)
Temp. (ºC)
* DO= dissolved oxygen
Staghorn S2
GBM

15-Jul
6.5
92
9.6
14.1

Date
22-Jul
5
84
8
16.8

29-Jul
7
70
6.7
16.5

6
85
9.3
12.3

6
91
9.8
12.6

6.5
90
9.5
12.7

6.5
86
9.4
12.4

6.5
88
9.3
13.4

5.5
90
9.6
12.1

6.3
90
9.6
13.4

6
77
7.7
16

6
72
7.1
16.6

6
82
8.4
15.3

05-Aug
6.5
90
8.9
16.6

Fry density monitoring
Fry density was monitored at three creeks (Lost Shoe, Kootowis and Staghorn) and at two
sites per creek (an upper reach and a lower reach). A total of 145 coho (Onchorynchus
kisutch) and trout fry were captured, measured, and released. Where possible, rainbow
trout (Onchorynchus mykiss) were distinguished from cutthroat trout (Onchorynchus
clarki); however, in most reaches the fry were too small (<75 mm) to be sure of
identification, and the two species of trout were combined for analysis. Other species
encountered during the surveys included: lamprey, stickleback, sculpin, and crayfish. In
addition, a single Pea-Mouth Chub (lower Staghorn Creek), one Red-Legged Frog and one
Northwestern Salamander were found.
Fry densities varied between creeks and between upper and lower reaches of the same
creek (Table 5). Densities ranged from 0.1-1.5 fish/m2. Both density and mean length of
coho and trout tended to be greater in the lower reaches of the streams, with the exception
of the lower reach of Lost Shoe Creek, where densities of both species were quite low
(Table 5). This may be due to the fact that the lower sampling reach in Lost Shoe is a
riffle-glide, while all other sampling reaches are either pools, or include both pool and
riffle habitat.
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Table 5. 2005 densities (fry/m2 of wetted area) and mean fork lengths (mm) of coho and
trout found in the lower and upper reaches of Kootowis, Lost Shoe and Staghorn Creeks.
Stream

Reach

Coho

Total Fry
Density
Density
1.2
0.3

Trout

Fork
Length
61.7
56.4

Density
0.3
0.0

Fork
Length
64.6
0.0

Kootowis

Lower
Upper

1.5
0.3

Lost Shoe

Lower
Upper

0.1
0.5

0.0
0.4

76.0
63.4

0.1
0.1

102.2
58.4

Staghorn

Lower
Upper

1.0
0.3

0.7
0.3

80.3
64.0

0.4
0.0

88.8
47.0

Comparison with past data shows that current fry densities are, on average, somewhat
lower than densities in 2002, but higher than fry densities in 1995 and 1998 (Figure 10).
This would seem to indicate that fry densities in the monitored reaches have stabilized
somewhat following restoration.
Fry density monitoring has shown that native species of fish have colonized all restoration
areas. Fry monitoring at upper reaches of un-restored habitats should be considered in the
future to continue to follow upstream colonization in this habitat as it is restored. While
fry densities in monitored reaches have stabilized over the past several years, more upstream habitat has been made accessible. This should result in a higher overall production
of smolts. Establishing a smolt trap in representative reaches would provide better overall
production estimates. A smolt trap would also help to create longer term employment as
well as generate much needed data on anadromous fish on the west coast.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada monitors escapement on several coastal streams, including
Kootowis Creek. Figure 11 shows the coho escapement history for Kootowis Creek
(including time periods before and after restoration), and contrasts this with escapement in
an intact system, Sidney River, and with a logged system, the Upper Kennedy River. The
escapement trend on Kootowis Creek is particularly strong since restoration efforts began
in the early 1990’s. This increase may be due in part to increased ocean survival, as both
the Sidney River and the Upper Kennedy River show similar, though much less
pronounced, recovery trends since the early 1990’s.
Monitoring of previously and recently restored reaches is on-going and will help to show
long term trends in colonization and fry density. An expanded program, including the
establishment of new upstream monitoring sites, installation of a smolt trap, and
monitoring at more frequent intervals would help to provide more reliable measures of the
effects of restoration efforts.
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b) Lost Shoe Creek fry density

c) Staghorn Creek fry density
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Figure 10. Fry densities (fry/m2 of wetted area) at Kootowis, Lost Shoe and Staghorn Creeks from 1995 to 2005.

a) Kootowis Creek Coho Escapement History

b) Sidney River Coho Escapement History
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Figure 11. Coho escapement history as measured by Fisheries and Oceans Canada on Kootowis Creek, Sidney River and Upper
Kennedy River. Blue line = smoothed mean escapement, dotted line = exponential regression line.
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2010

Labour
A total of 12 crewmembers worked on the 2005 restoration project, for a total of 256.5
person-days (Table 6). The crew was composed of workers from local west coast
communities, including five First Nation employees (from Tla-o-qui-aht, Ahousaht, and
Hesquiaht First Nations), and four women (Figure 12). Residents of both Tofino and
Ucluelet were employed on the project.

Figure 12. Members of the 2005 KWRP field crew.
Table 6. Summary of labour activity (not including project manager or biologist).
Activity
Days Mean # Person- Work sites
Crew
days
Training
1
11
11
N/A
Maintenance
4.5
4
18
Staghorn, Lost Shoe, Twin Rivers
In-stream
19
9
171
Lost Shoe LS2
Spawning Gravel
8.5
4
34
Kootowis, Staghorn, Lost Shoe
Riparian
4.5
5
22.5
Kootowis Creek (Polygons 13, 14)
Total
256.5
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Mary Coon, a Gr. 9 First Nations student, was hired thanks to a grant from Weyerheauser
Ltd. The grant, under the 2005 Jobs for Youth Program, provided Mary with an excellent
opportunity to gain work experience, practical skills and stewardship values, as well as
providing mentoring opportunities for many of her co-workers (Figure 13). The crew was
divided into two groups, allowing a wider area to be covered. The various skill sets among
crew members allowed some of the crew to focus on riparian brushing while the others
engaged in maintenance and restoration activities.

Figure 13. Mary Coon, KWRP summer student, with Bob Redhead, Special Projects
Manager with Parks Canada.
Budget
The following table summarizes project funds and expenditures incurred during the
project season. All funds were directed through CWFS accounts and managed
accordingly; this included worker payroll, management payroll, consultant fees, direct
expenses, and equipment rentals.
Table 7. Summary of funds and expenditures.
Item
Amount
Wages
$62,582.22
Truck rental and fuel
$8,864.96
First aid/radio/safety equip
$10,711.10
Helicopter/heavy equip
$25,217.66
Biologists/Contractors
$16,887.10
Supplies
$9,963.90
Miscellaneous
$2,155.77
Subtotal
$136,382.71
CWFS admin
$8,893.39
Total
$145,276.10
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Future Opportunities
Future opportunities for restoration work abound in the Kennedy Watershed. All of the
work completed in 2005 occurred in stream reaches that have previously gone through one
or more phases of restoration, and there is an on-going need for research, monitoring and
maintenance on these previously treated reaches. There remain many high priority reaches
that have yet to be restored, in particular, several upstream reaches on Lost Shoe Creek.
The Kennedy Flats Restoration Plan (Warttig et al., 2001,) contains a detailed discussion
of these sites.
There is also continued need for spawning gravel placement and monitoring. Lack of
spawning gravel is a key limiting factor for salmonid populations in many of the streams
in the watershed (Clough, 1995; Warttig et al., 2001). Finally, an initial assessment was
completed on the lower section of the East river in the Twin Rivers sub-basin. Several
debris jams are present with reasonably good access, making this area a good candidate
for restoration if suitable funding can be obtained.
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Conclusion
Since the beginning of the Kennedy Watershed Restoration Project eleven years ago,
almost 70 km of stream habitat have been restored in the Kennedy Watershed. In addition,
62.5 ha of riparian forest have been brushed, 48 ha of slide area have been bioengineered,
and 247 km of logging road have been deactivated. As stream restoration progresses,
qualitative monitoring seems to indicate improvement in overall stream conditions and
health of the riparian forests. If funding can be obtained, a more comprehensive
monitoring program would help to better quantify the effects of restoration efforts. Staff
members at the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve are interested in pursuing funding for
this purpose.
This year, restoration objectives were met through removal of SWD and placement of
flood stable-LWD to maximize cover and channel scour. Many improvements in hydraulic
function will likely occur over the next year in the reaches that were restored this season
(e.g., defined thalweg, improved fish access, evidence of scour pools, declining flood
water levels, exposure of historic spawning gravel and LWD). The SWD that is removed
during annual maintenance sweeps provides evidence that built-up organic debris on the
creek bottom is being successfully scoured during high winter flows. More creek habitat is
being used by fish spawning, rearing and feeding. Past observation of fish and redds at
spawning gravel placement sites appears to confirm this. Results from monitoring of
spawning gravel placement sites indicate high use and very high egg to alevin survival.
The local community has benefited from the employment and training provided by the
project, and partnerships have been encouraged between various community and
stakeholder groups. This project provides an example of the type of large-scale planning
and long-term commitment that is necessary to effectively restore damaged watersheds
and promote positive local stewardship values.
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Appendices
Appendix I: LWD Placement Standard Operating Procedures
KWRP S.O.P. – Wood Debris Placement
In-Stream Work Methods – June 22, 2001
This SOP is a general description based on past monitoring of six years of
projects. The objective is to provide workers, agencies and partners with a basic
understanding of the restoration process in historic logging debris laden streams.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The LWD recovery should address two functions Cover and Scour. Some sites may
offer both cover and scour while at others only one.
Cover is an objective that maximizes the shade and complexity of in-stream and over
stream wetted areas. The structure should be a stable in-stream refuge for fry and
adults and contribute where necessary to overhead cover to reduce solar radiation
and predator observation. It offers secondary habitat for birds, mammals, amphibians
and invertebrates. Cover LWD can be constructed from any size or shape of LWD,
preferably in clusters.
Scour is a function that creates pools or gravel bars though LWD placed to constrict
and or deflect flow. These structures require more specific anchoring and placement
than cover to ensure they function and resist the forces of water.
Utilize SWD such as treetops, large limbs and slabs in bundles to mimic LWD.
Most LWD structures only need removal of SWD pieces to return functionality. Where
there is a high degree of SWD and little LWD, make use of the bundling of SWD or
import LWD to the site.
If LWD pieces float free during the removal of non-embedding SWD, cable it in place
in the nearest functional site. Mimic Sec. 9 examples where possible. A guideline of
25% removal of woody debris should be considered.
Do not remove embedded pieces of LWD or SWD, their locations are to be designed
around and disturbance may release sediment or poisonous gases.
Restoration involves maintenance; our sites must be re-visited to ensure they remain
anchored and functioning. The first year after restoration is the most important for
removal of SWD and re-anchoring or tightening of cables as necessary. Often the
embedded SWD from the year previous is dislodged due to channel scour.
Maintenance involves a short time period but is necessary.
Look for LWD sources in the forest/floodplain that can contribute to the stream
habitat.
Work with Riparian Treatment specialists for sources of trees to fall in the riparian
zone for LWD sources (must be organized through Warren Warttig, RPBio of Interfor).
Where possible, to minimize helicopter removal of SWD, make use of SWD waste by
building piles in the forest for wildlife above the active floodplain. Duckbill or cable a
perimeter of LWD around SWD piles to prevent escapes back into the creek in wide
floodplain areas or steep slopes.
Create clustered LWD complexes rather than separate pieces to offer better function.
SWD may be cut for ease of removal but refer to Work In Stream SOP. Never cut
LWD without permission from a supervisor.
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Appendix II: Monitoring methodology during in-stream work SOP
S.O.P.
KWRP Monitoring Methodology during In-Stream Work
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Monitor environmental conditions (temperature, suspended sediment)
at work sites.
If fish are present and work-site stream temperature exceeds 20
degrees C either:
1. Limit substrate disturbance to prevent release of trapped
gases and sediment.
2. Move to an alternate site where the water temperature is
cooler or work can proceed without harmful disturbance.
Monitor and control sediment through:
1.) Careful work procedures
2.) Sediment control structures to isolate generation.
In sites where work operations could generate sediment, ensure
sediment control is in place and operating efficiently. If harmful
sediment generation is apparent during work;
1.) Stop work until sediment clears and proceed in a more
cautious manner.
2.) Move to an alternate site until the sediment clears.
3.) Shut down in-stream operations.
If fish are present, visually monitor for stress (racing, gulping or dying)
at all times.
Consider isolating site for fry removal before work.
If fish stress occurs from operations;
1. Proceed with restoration work in a more cautious manner,
or
2. Move to an alternate site, or
3. Shut down in-stream operations.

If problems persist, stop work at the problem site, and contact the Project
Biologist.
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Appendix III: Spawning Gravel Placement SOP

Spawning Gravel Placement
Gravel:

•
•

Washed (Clean) round rock,
Rock size should be a mixture ranging from 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch Gravel with 10 % Cobble
and Boulders at larger sites.

Placement Sites:
• Areas of existing scour where there has been sufficient scour to remove organics and
there is insufficient natural gravels,
• Tail out of pools,
• Areas of sufficient depth for water cover at low flows.
Placement Amounts:
• Depth 4” in 0.5 to 4.0 m wide channel width (take caution not to exceed winter low
flow stream depths),
• Depth 6” in > 4.0 m wide channel width,
• Length equal to channel width.

_________________________________________________________________
Here are some of the guiding principles used for gravel placement in small, low gradient, streams.
Gravel Size: This depends on the gradient and peak flow of the creek. Sizes can be determined
from observation of native gravel in the area. Species utilization is also a factor. Gravel should be
suitably mixed and complex sizes similar to the historic condition for the stream reach. Typically
small coho/cutthroat/chum streams require washed 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch round rock with a mix of 10 %
cobble and a few boulders as well. The cobble acts to create aeration sites for the substrate, as
well as invertebrate habitat. The boulders facilitate aeration, invertebrate and emergent fry habitat
while helping to stabilize the entire bed.
Sites: Gravel sites are located in glides, riffles and pool tail outs. Do not place in pool bottoms.
Select sites that offer 1-3 ft per second water velocity during spawning. This can be found natural
or enhanced by creation of “quicks” through LWD and Boulder placement along the banks.
Small streams are easiest. Streams wider than 5 meters have complex thalwegs and placement
can be more difficult to determine and should be done with site by site prescriptions.
Many glides can be made into spawning riffles by the addition of control structures at the
downstream end. ie logs, boulder or cobble. This material must be sized large enough to hold the
gravel in place and prevent washout, again use existing native substrate as a guide.
Substrate: The site substrate should be relatively impermeable and firm such as gravel, hardpan
or clay. Avoid placement on soft substrates such as mud as the gravel will quickly become
embedded. Some removal of sticks, mud, in-stream vegetation or dirty gravel is allowed, too much
indicates a poor site selection.
Depth: Gravel depths of 1/10th of channel width are a good rule of thumb. This places the gravel
in depths similar to the natural, healthy, stream sites. Too much gravel may wash out then fill
pools or create dry areas at low flow. The material must be submerged during low winter flow.
Width & Length: Place gravel in square shaped deposits with lengths equal to the channel width.
Most spawning areas in low gradient (0-2%) streams are one channel width long and wide.
Exceptions are long riffles created by confined channels with less than the reach average width or
areas of higher gradient. Do not spread it wider than the low flow margins along each bank and
ensure a thalweg by spreading it in a shallow vee with a rake or with boots.
D. Clough & W. Warttig
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Appendix IV: Routine monitoring form – 2005 Maintenance sites
Routine Monitoring Form

Date: 30-Jun 2005
Crew: JN, RS, JP

Performance Objectives

Low Flow

Overall Rating

Species

Life Stage

Overwinter

Rearing

Spawning

Overall Rating

Condition

Stability

Maintenance

Jam #1

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

3

2

LostShoe LS3

2+4362+471

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Lost Shoe LS5

4+814

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

Staghorn S2

GBM
crossing

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

3
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4

Recommendation

High Flow

0+000

Incubation

Stream Cover

Lost Shoe LS1

Nutrients

Structure
Type

Fish Access

ID. #

Off-channel

Distance

Riffle

Stream

Substrate

Biological

Pool

Physical

Comments
need to remove SWD, throw in hole on RB, cut large crosslogs and pull to RB, Photo 1 (U/S), Photo 2 (D/S)

1 LWD u/s side, move and cable to LB

Routine Monitoring Form

Date: 30-Jun 2005
Crew: JN, RS, JP

Performance Objectives

High Flow

Low Flow

Overall Rating

Species

Life Stage

Overwinter

Rearing

Spawning

Overall Rating

Condition

Stability

Maintenance

0+676 - 0+733

1

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 LWD spur cabled + 10 R/W L/B*

TRW 100

0+873

2

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1 LWD cabled L/B*; photopoint

TRW 100

0+885

3

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 LWD on R/B*

TRW 100

0+970

4

LWD

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

7 LWD cabled and R/W L/B*

TRW 100

1+120

5

LWD

3

4

2

4

4

4

3

All

All

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1 LWD cabled L/B; abundant coho fry obs.*

Incubation

Stream Cover

TRW 100

Nutrients

Structure
Type

Fish Access

ID. #

Off-channel

Distance

Riffle

Stream

Substrate

Recommendation

Biological

Pool

Physical

Comments

* hand bombing not needed for entire reach
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Appendix V: Routine monitoring form – 2005 In-stream sites
Routine Monitoring Form

Date:5-Aug 2005
Crew: JN, RS, JP

Performance Objectives
Recommendation

Maintenance

Stability

Condition

Overall Rating

Incubation

Spawning

Rearing

Overwinter

Life Stage

Species

Overall Rating

Low Flow

High Flow

Nutrients

Biological

Fish Access

Off-channel

Stream Cover

Substrate

Physical

ID. #

Structure
Type

Lostshoe LS2

2+645

1

LWD

5 connected spurs on RB, 11 RWD, 48 LWD, 26 rocks

Lostshoe LS2

2+708

2

LWD

1 spur on RB, 4 RWD, 10 LWD, 3 rocks

Lostshoe LS2

2+716

3

LWD

3 spurs on LB, 24 RWD, 97 LWD, 18 rocks

Lostshoe LS2

2+770

LWD

18 alder bundled on LB

Lostshoe LS2

2+808

LWD

opposing spurs, 6 RWD, 18 LWD, 6 rocks

Lostshoe LS2

2+808 - 2+835

LWD

3 LWD cabled LB

Lostshoe LS2

2+835

LWD

1 spur on RB, 5 RWD, 19 LWD, 4 rocks

4

5

Riffle

Distance

Pool

Stream

36

Comments

Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures
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Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures – Plate 1

Training and prework for the Lostshoe Creek project.

Water quality measurements.

Stream assessments and monitoring.

Saw maintenance.
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Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures – Plate 2

Drilling logs.

Cabling and anchoring logs.

Safe fueling procedures.

Turfing log into position.
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Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures – Plate 3

Bucking large woody debris.

Small woody debris removal.

Large woody debris removal using skyline.

Spawning gravel placement.
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Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures – Plate 4

Delivery of LWD to staging area.

LWD placement using Hitachi 150 excavator.

Drilling ballast rocks.

Attaching cable slings to rootwads.
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Appendix VI: In-stream restoration techniques and operational procedures – Plate 5

Helicopter safety and prework

Sling attachment

Helicopter with LWD load

42

Appendix VII: Photos of maintenance sites
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Appendix VII: Maintenance sites on Lost Shoe Creek (LS1) – Plate 6

Before – Jam #1 (0+000) facing d/s

After – Jam #1 (0+000) facing d/s

Before – Site #7 (0+412) facing d/s

After – Site #7 (0+412) facing u/s
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Appendix VII: Maintenance site on Staghorn Creek – Plate 7

Before – GBM crossing of Staghorn Ck., looking u/s

After – GBM crossing of Staghorn Ck., looking u/s
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Appendix VIII: Photos of restoration sites
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Appendix VIII: In-stream restoration sites Lost Shoe Creek (LS2) – Plate 8

Before – Site #1 (2+645) facing d/s

After - Site #1 (2+645) facing d/s

Before – Site #2 (2+708) facing d/s

After – Site #2 (2+708) facing d/s (RB)
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Appendix VIII: In-stream restoration sites Lost Shoe Creek (LS2) – Plate 9

Before – Site 3 (2+716)

After – Site 3 (2+716), spur 1 on LB

Before – Site 3 (2+716)

After – Site 3 (2+716), spur 2 on LB
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Appendix VIII: In-stream restoration sites Lost Shoe Creek (LS2) – Plate 10

Before – Site 3 (2+716)

After – Site 3 (2+716), spur 3 on LB

Before – Site 4 (2+808), facing u/s, RB

After – Site 4 (2+808), facing RB spur
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Appendix VIII: In-stream restoration sites Lost Shoe Creek (LS2) – Plate 11

After – Site 4 (2+808), facing u/s, LB spur

During – Site 5 (2+835), facing u/s

After – Site 5 (2+835), facing RB
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